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Reports labelling the Thailand floods as amongst the costliest natural disasters ever experienced in South-East
Asia increased during the last few days as the waters continued to recede.
Crawford & Company has had a substantial presence in the region to support its existing teams in Bangkok
and Richard Martin, Chief Executive Officer, Asia Pacific at Crawford, explains that communication has been
the primary objective: “The water continues to recede and we are now involved every day in meetings with
insureds to manage their claims. Regular updates with insurers and reinsurers have become an essential part of
managing the process and we are accommodating these requirements so as to keep the flow of information
up-to-date.”
Crawford has also kept up communication with international markets on the subject and convened a meeting
on Tuesday 13 December at the Xchanging Auditorium in the City of London.
Ian Baxter, Head of Crawford Global Technical ServicesSM, Asia Pacific updated brokers, insurers and
reinsurers on the work that is being done to crystallise loss estimates and explain the substantial business
interruption challenge facing commercial insureds in this highly industrialised region.
“Lloyd’s has issued an information request for syndicates to provide the London Market with details on their
flood losses by 19 January so time is clearly of the essence as the market seeks to accurately understand its
exposures.” explains Mr Baxter. “From an insured’s point of view, many Japanese carmakers have suffered
lost output, with analysts at Exane BNP Paribas reporting in the Financial Times that over 150, 000 units
were affected at the height of the disruption during November, and electronics manufacturers whose
production has been disrupted at a busy time of year. Our objective will be to look beyond these headlines
and detail the work that needs to be done in order to get the region back on its feet.”
Those interested in receiving a copy of Crawford’s presentation on the Thailand Floods should please email
rebecca.williams@crawco.co.uk
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